Years ago when Michigan was still piloting its statewide writing assessment, I volunteered to score the eighth grade tests. All eighth graders were to be tested the following year, and I wanted to get a look at the beast that would descend on my students. Approximately seventy readers scored 18,000 writing samples in four days. I read a lot of mediocre pieces of writing during those four days. Many of them had been written to a formula.
Late in the afternoon on the second day, there was a huge pile of tests in the middle of the round table I was sharing with six other teachers. The tests were bundled into sets of twenty. I could tell that most of the tests in each packet came from a single classroom, either because of the formula that teachers mistakenly thought produced good writing or because the students referred to each other in the pieces they wrote in response to a particular prompt. For piloting purposes, not all participating schools wrote to the same prompt. I was plowing through another packet, and it was obvious that the students in the classroom that the packet represented did not have much experience with writing.
There was one piece ofwriting that was different.
It had a lot of surface errors, but the voice shouted from the page. The writer told a lively story about sneaking out at night and breaking into an "enemy's" house. The narrator and a friend were caught "mid-window" in their attempt to break in, and each began blaming the other for hatching the plan. I remember laughing out loud as I read in this silent room, disrupting the serious business of test scoring. But the writing was wonderful even though there were no indentions for paragraphs, and the spelling and phrasing indicated the writer probably spoke a dialect. There was a perception in the writing about what it meant to be thirteen years old and caught in the middle of a bad decision. The writer had that wonderful ability to step outside herself and observe the world from someone else's perspective, and yet slip back behind her own lenses to report her own joy in deliberate "outlaw" behavior and embarrassment and remorse when caught. I continue to assume the story was true because the writer convinced me that it was. My own joy at reading that piece melted away the writer's deviations from standard writing conventions. I gave the piece the highest score possible at the time, and then peeked to see ifthe other reader had done the same.
Yes, he or she had found the same pleasure I had.
That big room filled with silent readers pouring over thousands of tests has become an annual event, though the readers often do not live in Michigan.
And, they do not read for free. The Detroit Free Press (Higgins) noted that the MEAP costs $42.40 per student, and those costs continue to rise. Part of that cost goes to pay for the test readers and rental of the space they will use. Some legislators continue to think that cost is too high, and more and more ofthem believe that machine scoring can make the task of Michigan's standardized writing assessment more efficient, both in time and money. In fact, a representative in the MEAP office told me that Michigan could save up to twenty five percent the first year it implemented computerized writing assessment. Indeed, machine scored writing was piloted in some schools in 2005, but not for high stakes tests such as the MEAP. However, as costs increase and as money dwindles, computerized writing assessment becomes more and more seductive. Educational Testing Service (ETS), for example, claims that its Criterion online essay evaluation software allows students to work independently on assigned prompts and then provides an analysis of errors and advice based on "basic elements of writing -grammar, usage, mechanics, style, and organization and development" ("ETS's Criterion"). However, the computational linguistics programs that dictate correctness in grammar, usage, and mechanics have been with us for some time in the form of grammar and spell checkers in our writing processor programs. We know that those tools are handy, but we also know they are faulty and those green and red squiggles under words and phrases often alert us to something that is not incorrect or stylistically inadvisable. Indeed, how often have we become annoyed with students who rely on spell and grammar checkers rather than proofreading?
Criterion and other computerized writing assessment programs work by comparing a student's piece ofwriting to thousands ofpieces in its data banks that have been ranked and sorted. They also have been programmed to identifY language patterns, writing conventions (such as capitalization and punctuation), and usage issues.
They cannot, however, read for meaning. That became evident when Dayton, Ohio Daily News reporter Scott Elliott decided to test the machine. He wrote a piece of gibberish about a purple imaginary friend that, though grammatically correct, made no sense, and though he used the appropriate transitional words at the beginnings of paragraphs, the paragraphs themselves made no sense.
The program, used in a middle school in Dayton, gave him a six, the highest score possible. When Elliott fed a well-crafted essay he had written into the computerized assessment program, he received a one, the lowest rating.
Elliott then showed his two essays to an English teacher who gave the nonsense essay a one, and Elliott's well crafted essay a six (Patterson 57) .
In other words, Elliott fooled the machine.
But that's not all.
A Virginia parent active in the anti-testing movement decided to test the ETS scoring engine and typed, word for word, the opening paragraphs of Stephen King's novella Hearts in Atlantis. The machined burped back a three, the next to the highest rating. She then typed those paragraphs again, pasting them to the first document she uploaded. This meant she submitted the opening paragraphs, typed twice, on a single document so that the revised piece had twice as many paragraphs and the original, but the second half was a duplicate of the first half. ETS's software gave it a perfect score of four. The Wilson decided to test Criterion's ability to respond to Cisneros' writing, and so applied for a guest account on the ETS website. When it came through, she typed "My Name" word for word into E-Rater, Criterion's assessment engine. ETS markets Criterion and E-Rater as a way to provide immediate feedback to student writers.
Criterion and E-Rater didn't like "My Name." The first thing Wilson noted was that the computer offered no praise to the writer. Wilson, a high school writing teacher, always finds something positive to say to her students before she guides them into rethinking their writing. Criterion faulted Cisneros for using too much repetition, and for problems with sentence fragments and organization.
So Wilson decided to revise Cisneros' work using
Criterion's feedback. She combined shorter sentences to make longer ones. And, at Criterion's suggestion, she created a thesis statement. In fact, she ended up writing a five-paragraph essay, something Criterion said was the foundation of good writing. But did Wilson improve on Cisneros' work? According to Criterion, yes.
You be the judge (see Table 1 ). Criterion's suggested revision is grammatically correct. But it is hardly lyrical. It cannot move students to respond in a personal way to the experience of a little girl whose name has too many letters and whose father shaves to sad tunes he plays on an old record player. So, the programs themselves are flawed, and it is unlikely that computational linguists and artificial intelligence developers will be able to create programs that duplicate human cognition.
Still, publishers and creators of machined-scored essay software point to the reliability oftheir products. They have neatly provided statistics that show the close correlation between human and machine scorers. But the writing that is scored by humans in these instances is formulaic. E-Rater, marketed by ETS as a college entrance placement assessment, claims a ninety-four percent accuracy rate. They base this on the fact that E-Rater agreed with two university professors who rated thousands of tests in 1997 (Enbar).
Patterns and Drudgery
Because these programs can only recognize patterns, they will privilege formulaic writing over writing that falls outside the prescribed pattern. When students write to a formula, they have sacrificed the power of process to the gods of product. Writing is the act of addressing audience and purpose. It is the art of decision making. Formulas remove that decision-making process from students, the very people who should be getting as dirty as possible in the mud of writerly decisions. Formulas are not training wheels for inexperienced writers, but prisons that limit writing development and the ability to learn through and with language. The rise ofstandardized writing assessment and machine scoring has carved a deeper space for formulaic writing in the classroom. This must stop.
Computerized writing assessment promises to relieve teachers from the "drudgery" of grading papers. to ask ourselves why we want students to write, and the answer has to be better than "They need this for college."
Or, "They need this for a job." They also need to write to discover who they are and how they fit in a world that changes as they mature. They need to think within the context of written language, not according to some rotting definition of a literary criticism essay or formulaic weak facsimile of an argument They need to write in order to learn more about themselves and the world around them.
Vantage Learning promises that its software, Intellimetric, will make writing instruction more efficient and provide teachers with more time. But Bob Broad argues that new technologies that bill themselves as time saving devices never quite fulfill that promise (223). Broad compares computerized essay assessment to cooking technologies. Wood burning stoves were hailed as a time saving device for women, and indeed, they used less wood which meant that less time went into chopping wood and maintaining an open hearth. But when the next technology of a wood-burning cook stove came the expectation that a woman should cook more than single pot meals. She had the technology to create more dishes and the expectation to make sure all those dishes were done at the same time and delivered to the table.
Broad points out that classroom labor savmg devices like automated writing assessments will not ultimately save teachers time. School leaders will simply add to teachers' tasks (223). Broad also argues that humans need to respond to human writing. Computerized writing assessment "would trivialize and denude [writing] instruction and experience," and he urges educators to fight the use of it. Richard Haswell argues that we must resist the notion that responding to student writing is drudgery; rather, it is a "difficult, complex and rewarding skill requiring elastic intelligence and long experience" (77). One afternoon I sat in a windowless room and read a piece of writing that channs me to this day, fifteen years after I read it, in the midst ofthousands of pieces ofwriting. 
